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20-60 lb. VENDED WASHERS
QUALITY, VALUE, DURABILITY

■

FOUR CAPACITIES

20-25-lb. capacity model MCR12E5

■

EASY-TO-USE CONTROLS

MILNOR cabinet-style washers
are cost-effective for busy stores, and built
for high profits and long life.
MCR-model - a new look for MILNOR machines
These washers are designed by Milnor to deliver high profits, simple operation and the same legendary
durability you would expect from their other machines.

Wash big loads quickly
These frontloaders help customers wash quickly. A 20-25-lb. washer has a cylinder volume of 3.37 cu. ft.. The
35-lb. model features a 4.3 cu. ft. basket and the 45-lb. machine has a cylinder volume of 6.4 cu.ft. The
60-lb. washer has a large 9.0 cu. ft. basket for bulky or large loads. Three-compartment wash supply dispenser
for liquid or powder chemicals is standard.

Easy-to-use controls
Simple, easy-to-follow directions are printed in English and
Spanish. A bright display counts down as coins are deposited.
The display also counts down the number of minutes left in the
total cycle, as well as the microprocessor’s function (such as
“add fabric softener” or “rinse”) occurring at that moment. To
help prevent downtime, the microprocessor identifies certain
errors if they happen to occur. That way, the attendant can correct them. The formula count accumulator
provides a load count. Milnor’s microprocessor control delivers two sets of seven wash formulas, each with
programmable vend prices. The first set features standard formulas ranging from a Quick Wash to a Heavy Soil
option. The second set of seven formulas uses Milnor’s GreenTurn™ programming decisions,
featuring fewer rinses, less hot water use and faster processing times. Either formula set can be
selected by the store owner.

45-lb. capacity model MCR18E4

Superior washing quality
A reversing washing action means cleaner washing, with no tangling or knotting. This is the same lift-and-drop
action that won Milnor its reputation for superior washing quality among
commercial laundry operators. The proven single-motor inverter drive
delivers a wash speed (reversing), load distribution speed (to minimize
vibration during high-speed extraction) and final extraction.

WASHER-EXTRACTOR SPECIFICATIONS

Choose from 4 sizes
Select the model that best meets your requirements and budget. The popular
20-25-lb. model is a great machine for any coin store. The 35-lb. washer is a
great replacement machine for most competitive 30- and 40-lb. machines in
the field. The 45-lb. and 60-lb. models are ideal for the larger part of your
equipment mix.

Suds overflow protection
Milnor machines help keep the floor dry with an overflow pipe (at rear).
This reduces the danger of slipping.

Easy-access gravity drain
There’s no troublesome pump. Milnor’s simple, gravity valve is frontmounted, drains quickly, and avoids clogging.

Rugged vault deters theft
Great for unattended areas. Made of heavy gauge steel, the optional vault
holds about $100 in quarters. All wash formulas have different vend prices and
are completely programmable.
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Capacity - lbs. (kg)*
Cylinder diameter x depth - ins. (mm)
Gross cylinder vol. - cu. ft. (L)
Motor - HP
Wash speed - RPM**
Distrib. speed - RPM**
Extract - RPM**
Extract G forces
Drain valve - ins. (mm)
Inlet valve - ins. (mm)
Width - ins. (mm)***
Depth - ins. (mm)***
Height - ins. (mm)***
Approx. net weight - lbs. (kg)***

MCR12E5

MCR16E5

MCR18E4

MCR27E5

20-25 (9-11)
23x14 (584x356)
3.37 (95)
1
32
64
525
90
2 (51)
.75 (19.1)
26 (660)
31 (787)
42.4 (1077)
425 (193)

35 (16)
23x18 (584x457)
4.3 (121)
1.5
32
64
495
80
2 (51)
.75 (19.1)
29 (737)
36 (914)
43 (1092)
495 (225)

45 (20)
28x18 (711x457)
6.4 (180)
3
32
64
475
90
3 (76)
.75 (19.1)
34.45 (875)
43 (1092)
52.63 (1337)
700 (318)

60 (27)
30x22 (762x559)
9.0 (255)
5
32
64
495
100
3 (76)
.75 (19.1)
34.45 (875)
46 (1168)
55 (1397)
875 (398)

* Depending on density and soil content of goods
** Approximate
*** With standard accessories
Specifications and appearance subject to change without notice. Contact factory for acoustics data.
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